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Featured Speakers are:
Sheriff Richard Mack - He is now a touring
speaker for GOA. Mack will discuss his family's
upcoming battle with anti-rights Maricopa
County Attorney Richard Romley
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Jim Sharpe - Arizona's #1 morning show host
on 620AM KTAR. Peppering his radio audience
with subtle points of freedom on a daily basis.
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Attorney Marc Victor - A pro-freedom
individual who will share his knowledge and
insight on many criminal matters involving
gun usage and possession.
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Ernest Hancock - A freedom fighter who will
update you on his Special Action in the Arizona
Supreme Court that challenges all gun laws in
the State of Arizona.
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Rick DeStephens and Tim Weaver - Westvalley activists will discuss all of the benefits of
focusing on one small city in an effort to gain
respect for gun rights statewide.
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